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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.*Story based on Georgian Mythology. Above Midland
(the world of humans), far away, there is the world of Zeskneli (the heaven), and below Midland,
there is Kveskneli (the underworld). In Zeskneli, there dwell the gods, and Kveskneli is inhabited by
vicious demons. Young god, Giorgi, who has no fame in Zeskneli, and no reputation, admires the
mighty goddess of the sky, Tamar, who flies over the Zeskneli lands every morning, mounted on her
celestial snake, patrolling the areas. That is the only time Giorgi can see her, and the rest of the time,
he just dreams about her. Giorgi has only one, but best friend in Zeskneli, also a simple god, the
forest dweller, Ochokochi - a faun who enjoys playing on a flute and making sarcastic jokes about
almost everything. He loves wild animals company and is a friend of every wild animal in the forest.
Ochokochi admires the courageous goddess of the hunt and the forest, Dali - beautiful golden-
haired young woman who owns a golden-antlered agile deer - Nukri. However, Dali has affection
only towards handsome men, so she...
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Without doubt, this is actually the greatest operate by any writer. It is really basic but surprises within the 50 percent of the ebook. I discovered this ebook
from my i and dad recommended this ebook to understand.
-- Mr s. Chelsea  Hintz-- Mr s. Chelsea  Hintz

This kind of publication is every little thing and taught me to looking ahead of time and a lot more. It is packed with wisdom and knowledge Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ida  Her m a n-- Ida  Her m a n
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